MSU Department Instructional Expenditures per Student SCH as a Percent of Delaware Study Research Institutions Mean, FY 14

MSU Mean = 71%
MSU Department Instructional Expenditures per SCH on Personnel as a Percent of Delaware Study Research Institutions Mean, FY 14

MSU Mean = 69%
MSU Department Instructional Expenditures per SCH on Operations and Capital as a Percent of Delaware Study Research Institutions Mean, FY 14

- **Single Discipline Match**
- **Matched to 2+ Disciplines**
- **Weak Match**

MSU Mean = 125%
MSU Department Research Expenditures per Tenured/Tenure-Track FTE as a Percent of Delaware Study Research Institutions Mean, FY 14

MSU Mean = 240%

Single Discipline Match
Matched to 2+ Disciplines
Weak Match

1413%
MSU Department Service Expenditures Per Tenured/Tenure-Track FTE as a Percent of Delaware Study Research Institutions Mean, FY 14

- Single Discipline Match
- Matched to 2+ Disciplines
- Weak Match

### Departments
- Chem & Bio Eng
- Film & Photo
- Political Science
- Music
- Civil Engineering
- Mathematical Science
- History & Philosophy
- Physics
- Education
- Land Res & Env Sci
- Plant Sci & Plant Path
- Ag Econ & Econ
- Animal & Range Sci
- Architecture
- Health & Human Dev
- Art
- Sociology
- Microbiology
- Business
- Cell Bio & Neurosci
- Chem & Biochem
- Computer Sci
- Earth Sciences
- Elec & Comp Eng
- English
- Immun & Infect Dis
- Mech & Ind Eng
- Mod Lang & Lit
- Native Amer Studies
- Nursing
- Psychology
MSU Department SCH Taught per Instructional FTE (All Instructors) as a Percent of Delaware Study Research Institutions Mean, Fall 14

- **Single Discipline Match**
- **Matched to 2+ Disciplines**
- **Weak Match**

MSU Mean = 126%
MSU Department Organized Course Sections (including labs) Taught per Instructional FTE (All Instructors) as a Percent of Delaware Study Research Institutions Mean, Fall 14

MSU Mean = 135%

- Single Discipline Match
- Matched to 2+ Disciplines
- Weak Match